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•Setting goals 
•The ideal student: things we look for 
•Getting to your goals; it is more than physics:  

• Don’t count on luck, help luck meet you 
• What to do, what to focus on, what to prioritise? 

•The ideal advisor: questions to ask 
•The ideal group: your scientific family  
•You are ALWAYS interviewing 
•The recommendation letter: we don’t write it, YOU do! 
•Self examining progress, seeking help when needed 

OUTLINE



SETTING GOALS

Tell us your long term goals early: not all training is the same

•R1 University  

•4-year college (PUI) 

•National Laboratory, Foundation Institute 

•Private sector: R&D, consulting, management, medicine, 
finance,… 

•Which country would you like to end up in? 

Top-20 Institution

Top-5 Institution

Top-60 Institution



THE IDEAL STUDENT: KEY SKILLS TO DEVELOP

• Confident CRITICAL THINKER

• Contributing  
  TEAM PLAYER 

• Skillful COMMUNICATOR at all levels

• Is CREATIVE and EXECUTES new ideas
• Takes INITIATIVE, takes charge;  
       measured risks 

• Has a BROAD research exposure

• NETWORKS efficiently  
  and is value added to any group 

• COMPETENT in her research field



 COMPETENT in her research field

•Courses are not things to just pass, it is NEEDED material to be 
CREATIVE and EXECUTE 

•Go beyond courses: create a list of “WHAT I NEED TO KNOW” to 
complete projects and another list to be a complete researcher within 
your field 

•Make a plan and a schedule to acquire that knowledge (mini-courses, 
reading club, organize other students, specialty course): INITIATIVE 

•It is a NEVER ending endeavour. Keep on reviewing and revisiting; new 
connections will emerge as you get more and more professional.

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



•Look up “Competent”. Without it there is no confidence in your thinking; 
when reading articles ask: what is good, what is bad, what can be 
improved. 

•DON’T be shy; you can not sharpen your critical thinking on your own 

•CONNECT different subfields, need to be broad (read/study material in 
OTHER disciplines, be curious) 

Confident CRITICAL THINKER

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



•Public speaking is HARD: practice, practice, practice at every 
opportunity. GOOD ENGLISH is a must. Practice interactive teaching 
and direct engagement. 

•STUDY good speakers, what they do, why they are successful, look at 
their lectures (videos) and try to reproduce them. 

•The science and why it is exciting is key, but be flashy, engaging, use 
multimedia, outreach is not a waste of time. This is how people know 
about your science and abilities. 

•Have your 1 min, 5 min, and 15 min talks describing your projects and 
interest ready, practice them often. After the 1 min talk the person should 
say “I want to hear more” (Sagen Sie mir bitte mehr), after the 5 min “I 
want to read about your work”, after the 15 min “I wish I was doing what 
you are doing”  

• Skillful COMMUNICATOR at all levels

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



•Organize discussions within the group (and document them): INITIATIVE  

•Exploit learning from other people’s points of view.  

•Contribute to other projects besides the ones you are leading (need 
several non-primary author paper); no one can work with a loner (by 
definition). 

•Bring other people into your project to help (they will learn new skills and 
you will build up a better team).  

Contributing TEAM PLAYER 

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



•# of papers indicate your ability to finish project 

•# of 1st author papers indicate your leadership skills and competence 

• Don’t always ask, “what is next” (“Was kommt als nächstes?”). Deliver 
on what is asked and THEN go beyond it; take OWNERSHIP of projects.  

• You cannot be creative without being competent. The ideal progression 
is from beginner, to apprentice, to colleague. At the end of a project you 
should aim to know as much (or more) about the topic as your advisor. 

   Is CREATIVE and EXECUTES new ideas

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



• It is not only about the projects, it is about gaining the ability to lead. If 
you know it is a good idea or it will be good for you, DO IT. 

• Search and exploit all opportunities offered (writing courses, search for 
suitable conference, apply for external support); don’t wait for them to fall 
on your lap. 

• If you need a broader perspective, ORGANIZE things, lead the changes 
and take charge.   

• DON’T be afraid that an idea will not work. Examine the idea, if it is a 
good one and has risk but it is worth it, DO IT. Failure can teach more 
than success. But constant failure indicates lack of judgement.  

Takes INITIATIVE, takes charge; measured risks 

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



• Most of your future colleagues will be in another discipline. Learn about 
them, NEVER MISS A COLLOQUIUM; browse through the topics 
BEFORE attending talks you are not familiar with. 

• You will not be able to bridge between disciplines (and become the 
ultimate scientist) without a broad knowledge. Knowing about other 
people’s research can help connect your research to theirs (better 
communicator). 

• The fun is always in learning something new. Without exposure to new 
science it is difficult to come up with new ideas.   

• Read about disciplines from OUTSIDE PHYSICS.  

 has a BROAD research exposure

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



• You need to be liked. Social skills ARE IMPORTANT. 

• Develop PEER relationships for the future. 

• Be ready to connect to other researchers in other institutions and in 
other nations; the broader your connections are, the broader your 
possibilities will be.   

• Do you inject energy and enthusiasm when you are in a group? Be 
positive, build teams.  

• NETWORKS efficiently  
  and is value added to any group 

GETTING TO YOUR GOALS:  
SKILLS ARE NOT INNATE, THEY ARE DEVELOPED



THE IDEAL ADVISOR: THINGS TO ASK BEFORE YOU SIGN ON

• GOOD ADVISING RECORD: how many people have you advised? 
where are they now? How many have you supported as RAs? 

• CLEAR (HIGH) EXPECTATIONS: sets goals (reasonable), a 
fair opportunity, rewards, and consequences of failure 

• STUDENT FOCUS, not CLONING FOCUS 

• WHO ARE YOU? Has national and international 
recognition (commensurate with career stage) 

• EARLY CAREER or ESTABLISHED CAREER? 

• TEAM BUILDER 

• Good COMMUNICATOR 



THE IDEAL GROUP: YOUR PHYSICS FAMILY 

• Group members help each other: 
mutual benefit 

• Positive atmosphere 

• Social gatherings, 
facilitates networking,  



YOU ARE ALWAYS INTERVIEWING

You never know where the next potential employer, 
colleague, collaborator, will come from.

When talking in public, when in 
conferences, when talking to a visitor, 

when talking to a fellow student,   
you are ALWAYS ON. 

How to be always on? be COMPETENT, be COMMUNICATIVE, 
be CREATIVE, be BROAD, take INITIATIVE



THE RECOMMENDATION LETTER
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THE RECOMMENDATION LETTER

Likable, can 
network

Sets the 
scale



SELF EXAMINING YOUR PROGRESS

Work on your weaknesses 

Improve your strengths 

Do it while you enjoy it, never late to change


